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A Star on the 
Court and in the 

Classroom

Cal Poly Pomona’s dedication to fostering diversity has resulted 
in a $2.1 million grant, which will be used in part to bolster the 
University Library’s collection of materials that support the study of 
Hispanic culture.

The U.S. Department of Education awarded the Title V Hispanic-
Serving Institutions (HSI) Grant to the university, which coincides with 
the library’s $64 million expansion. 

“Although we received funding as a Hispanic-Serving Institution, 
all of our students will benefit greatly 
from this grant,” says University Library 
Dean Harold Schleifer.

Cal Poly Pomona is an official 
Hispanic-Serving Institution. In fall 2005, 
the total enrollment of 19,885 was 
comprised of 27 percent Hispanic students.
 
The granT will

•  Build its collection of hispanic-   
  related materials

•  Outfit two research centers for    
  students and a video conference  
  center for faculty   

•  implement an information literacy  
  program

•  establish an endowment to support 
  the hispanic studies collection    
  and a literacy program. 

the Foal Patrol
The “mare-ternity” ward 

at the w.K. Kellogg arabian 
horse Center is expecting a busy spring. eighteen mares have been 
artificially inseminated and 16 are expecting, which is more than double 
compared to last year. normally only 60 percent to 70 percent of artificial 
inseminations are successful. 

The first foals are expected this February and several are due in 
March. in one week alone, six babies are expected. 

 The arabian horse Center relies heavily on the sale of its horses to 
survive financially, so the surge in foals could result in a big boost in sales. 
The center has sold horses from anywhere between $1,500 and $75,000. 

 “we just got really lucky this year,” says Farm Manager Kate Smith, 
who conducted the inseminations. Smith meticulously monitors the 
arabian mares’ menstrual cycles and orders stallion sperm just at the right time. 
Mares have a 12-hour window in which they can become pregnant, so the logistics 
can be tricky. 

 Prize-winning breeders donate stallion specimens to the arabian horse 
Center. The donations are a much-needed cost savings because the fair-market 
value tends to be in the thousands, Smith says.

UNIVERSItY
NewS

StorieS by Lisa McPheron, Uyen Mai  PhotoS by tom Zasadzinski

Cal Poly Pomona tennis star Katrina Holmberg didn’t just ace a few serves while 
dominating her conference. She also aced her classes, earning the prestigious Collegiate 
Athletic Association (CCAA) Female Scholar-Athlete of the year award.

In June, Holmberg received her bachelor’s degree from the College of Business 
Administration. She maintained a 3.81 GPA during her college career, and she is the second 

consecutive Cal Poly Pomona student-athlete to earn the 
scholar-athlete award, which went to Rocio Real in 2005.

“This is a great honor for Katrina. She exemplifies the 
essence of being an NCAA student-athlete,” says director 
of athletics Brian Swanson. “She has demonstrated 
outstanding scholarship and community service while 
excelling in her sport. Katrina is an outstanding example 
of why we take so much pride in the accomplishments of 
our Bronco student-athletes.”

As the No. 1 singles player last year, she earned 
All-CCAA first-team honors for the third time and had 
more wins in singles and doubles than any other number 
one player in the conference. The former Bronco Athletic 
Association president also received the ITA Arthur Ashe 
Award for Leadership and Sportsmanship for the NCAA 
Division II West Region and was named to the ESPN 
The Magazine Academic All-America Women’s At Large 
District VIII first team for 2006.

$2.1 Million Library Grant to Boost 
Hispanic Cultural Resources

Accounting	Professor	
Glenda	Brock	will	run	the	
new	Ombuds	Office.

Katrina	Holmberg	is	the	CCAA	Female	
Scholar-Athlete	of	the	year.
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 near the end of their 11-month 
pregnancies, an electronic device is 
attached to the mares’ bodies. when 
they begin to give birth the device sets 
off a buzzer to alert students who live 
at the center and sends a page to about 
five staff members.

 

Sixteen	artificially	
inseminated	mares	are	

expecting	this	year.

Wanted: 
Unresolved Campus Concerns

Cal Poly Pomona is taking the lead from dozens of universities across the country 
by launching an Ombuds Office. The new office will provide a venue where any 
member of the campus community is welcome to go for problems, concerns or issues. 

“it’s just a great opportunity for everyone on campus to have someone to talk 
to in confidence on any issue,” says glenda Brock, a professor of accounting, who 
will run the Ombuds Office on an interim basis. 

Confidentiality and neutrality will be of the utmost importance for anyone who 
uses the service of the independent third party.

“The Ombud listens, helps to bring forth a greater understanding of the 
issue and presents possible solutions in an effort to achieve a fair and equitable 
resolution,” says Brock, who has also served as chair of the academic Senate and 
the accounting department.

People who use the office can expect to be listened to and advised on 
methods of conflict resolution. Mediation is also available, but Brock will not serve 
as an advocate or provide legal counsel.

“with 2,600 faculty and staff in addition to our 20,000 students, Cal Poly 
Pomona is a small city. The Ombuds Office should be an invaluable resource as we 
help to mediate our everyday issues,” says President Ortiz. 

it’s important to note that the office will not replace or circumvent existing 
procedures for filing grievances. 



‘Antics’ Arising at this Year’s Rose Parade
Polar bears will never have smelled so sweet or worn such large hawaiian 

shirts as they will when they make their way down the famous Tournament of 
roses Parade route new Year’s Day. 

“arctic antics” will be the Cal Poly Universities’ 59th entry in the parade, 
featuring playful penguins and ice-skating polar bears. Students from the 
universities in Pomona and San luis Obispo have designed constructed, decorated 
and financed floats every year since 1949 and have received 45 awards. 

Student committees at each university have been gearing up for the parade 
since February. a number of construction deadlines have already come and gone, and 
many more deadlines must be met to ensure the float is parade-ready.  

in December, there will be lots of volunteer opportunities for those unafraid of 
getting their fingers sticky. For information, call (909) 869-3642.
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No Bones About It
There is much to be said for sitting quietly and 

watching the world go by. However, Cal Poly Pomona 
researchers want to spring us from our comfy armchairs 
and get us moving. 

A new study shows that high repetition, weight-
bearing, step aerobics is a great way to prevent and treat 
osteoporosis. Osteoporosis is characterized by a decrease 
in bone mass and density, causing bones to become fragile. 
However, it can be treated and, interestingly, bone mineral 
density can be increased. 

In a one-year study of 51 healthy, but sedentary, young 
women, a team of researchers from Cal Poly Pomona, UC 
Irvine’s College of Medicine and the NASA Ames Research 
Center randomly assigned women to one of three groups: 

aerobics, strength training and control. 
The aerobics group did step aerobics three times a week for 12 months and 

increased the bone mineral density of their heels and first lumbar spines. The strength 
training group, which focused its workout efforts on lower body muscular strength 
training, did not achieve bone density growth, nor did the control group, which simply 
performed mild outdoor and at-home activities. 

In fact, women in the strength training and control groups often showed small 
decreases in lower body bone mineral density, despite the fact that all women received 
100 mg of daily calcium supplements.

“Research subjects experienced an increase of 4.4 percent in bone mineral density 
in the heel and a small increase of 1.4 percent in the lumbar spine by taking part in 
high-repetition, impact-loaded aerobic exercise,” says kinesiology & health promotions 
professor Michael T.C. Liang. “But it’s important to recognize the value of strength 
training on the bones and to incorporate exercises of the upper body to prevent bone 
mineral loss in that area.”

The study is unique because it focuses on young women whose skeletal systems 
are at their peaks. Most previous studies have been performed on post-menopausal 
women whose bone density is already decreasing. The research was funded by a $1.4 
million grant from the National Institutes of Health. Liang hopes to advance the study 
to discover whether lifestyle, diet, leisure-time activities or other factors can affect 
bone health for young women of different ethnic and/or racial groups. 

Going Global
Food, power and 

culture will be words 
often heard in conjunction 
over the next year as 
author and Professor 
enrique C. Ochoa 
launches a campus-
community project about 
the impact of globalization 
on local communities.

Ochoa joined Cal Poly Pomona’s 
faculty this fall as the prestigious 
Michi and walter weglyn endowed 
Chair of Multicultural Studies.

“i will be focusing on food, power 
and culture to explore how the global 
transformations of the food industry 
have impacted labor processes, 
migrations, communities and gender 
dynamics using the eastern San 
gabriel and Pomona valleys as a case 
study,” he says. 

The endowed chair position 
is devoted to promoting the 
interdisciplinary study of ethnic and 
racial minority groups. 

Michi nishiura weglyn was a 
well-known Japanese american 
author, civil rights activist, artist and 
costumer designer. her book, "Years of 
infamy: The Untold Story of america’s 
Concentration Camps," describes her 
experiences as an internee during 
world war ii. in 1993, the Michi and 
walter weglyn endowed Chair for 
Multicultural Studies was established. 
in addition to a generous donation 
from the weglyns, Michi weglyn 
dedicated all future royalties from her 
book to help fund the position. 

Ochoa plans to host workshops 
for the campus and community 
to discuss how global and local 
economic changes interact with 
issues of race, class and gender 
and how various communities have 
responded to these transformations. 
he is a history professor at Cal 
State los angeles, with areas 
of specialization including latin 
american, Mexican and Central 
american history; the U.S. and Mexico 
border; immigration; globalization; 
and latinas/os in the United States. 

A	$1.4	million	NIH	research	
study	focused	on	young	
women	whose	skeletal	
systems	are	at	their	peaks.

411 on H20
Barbara Burke made a big splash on the small screen during an episode of “Modern 

Marvels.”  
A crew for the popular History Channel show interviewed and filmed the chemistry 

professor at a lab this past summer in Building 4. During roughly seven hours of filming, 
she demonstrated how water is attracted to static electricity, why ice floats and how the 
surface tension of water is so strong that it enables a piece of steel to float.

“This was a great opportunity to share my love of science with the general public and 
to experience the making of a TV show from the inside,” Burke says about the show, which 
originally aired in early September. 

A	model	of	the	University	Library	addition.

University May Gain Up to 
$41.7 Million from Prop 1-D

a bond measure on the november 
ballot aims to generate $10.4 billion to 
improve facilities at California’s schools, 
colleges and universities.

if approved, Proposition 1-D 
would create $690 million over the 
next two years for the California State 
University’s capital facilities projects. 

Cal Poly Pomona is positioned 
to receive about $10.3 million, which 
would be used to help pay for the rising 
cost of construction and renovations to 
the University library and Building 3.

if sufficient monies become 
available from Prop 1-D, another 
$31.4 million may be used for the new 
building for the College of Business 
administration, which is also on the 
list of approved projects to receive 
Prop 1-D funding.

The University of California would 
receive $890 million and California 
Community Colleges would receive 
$1.5 billion. K-12 districts would 
receive the remaining $7.3 billion.

The legislative analyst’s Office 
estimates that the state would need to 
pay $680 million per year for 30 years 
to pay off the $10.4 billion bond.

while there is no organized 
opposition at this time, some have 
voiced concern about the cost of the 
bond for the state, the variety of new 
programs funded and the fact that it is 
designed to fund only two years of need.

Proponents argue that it is a fiscally 
responsible way to finance school 
repair and construction, makes schools 
earthquake safe, and does not bite off 
more than the state can afford now.

For more information about the 
bond as well as arguments for and 
against the measure, visit www.
ss.ca.gov/elections, click on the 
“Voter information guide” button and 
scroll down to “Prop 1-D.” 
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Cal Poly Pomona broke new ground this past summer when 7,963 students 
signed up for classes. The enrollment amounts to a whopping 28 percent jump 
from 2004 and a 14 percent increase from 2005. 

The surge in students didn’t occur by accident. a survey went out last winter 
to determine what classes students wanted to take. Deans and chairs recruited 
professors and developed class schedules. The amount of financial aid was also 
increased to accommodate the influx of undergraduates. 

“The campus was intentional in setting an ambitious target for summer 
enrollment to provide students the opportunity to get ahead,” says Kathy Street, 
associate vice president of enrollment management & services. 

During the previous winter quarter, 74 percent of students added more 
upper-division courses to their summer-quarter wish lists. Students also 
expressed interest in five-week courses and more financial aid. in response, 
245 courses were added — 95 percent of which were specifically requested by 
students and 61 percent were upper-division offerings. 

in addition, more than $1.2 million in financial aid was awarded to more than 
650 students, a huge 268 percent increase in grants and 23 percent hike in total 
aid from the previous summer. 

Super-sized Summer Quarter

Cal Poly Pomona’s Formula Racing Team is not your 
typical college club. For about 20 years, the team has 
revved its homemade engines earning the attention of 
industry scouts and leading the cumulative Formula SAE 
(Society of Automotive Engineers) rankings in California.

The demands for the annual SAE Formula contest 
are rigorous. Teams must design and fabricate a 
smaller version of formula-style racecars, in which 
they compete against other student 
teams. There are tight restrictions for car 
frames and engines, so students must be 
creative. It takes nearly a year to build an 
entry-level car that will be pitted against 
about 140 other vehicles.  

“The benefits of this club are 
almost unlimited,” says Nicolas Haddad, 
manufacturing manager of the team. “We 
design and fabricate our racecar from the 
ground up, which really bridges the gap 
from what we learn in the classroom to 
the real world of engineering.” 

The team, which is predominantly 
comprised of mechanical engineering 
students, must raise about $50,000 to pay 
for the car and other expenses associated 
with the annual competition.

In June, the club was the home 
team when the 2006 Formula SAE West 
competition came to the California 
Speedway in Fontana for the first time. 
Aware of its status as “host” in Southern 
California, the team extended a welcome 
to the University of Wollongong’s team. 
The Australian team stayed at Kellogg 
West while their car shared the same 
garage space as the Bronco team in the 
Engineering Projects Lab.

Recruiters from Honda, Cessna, 
Caterpillar and more scouted for fresh talent 
at the competition, says Clifford Stover, who 
has advised the team for 11 years.

Racing to a Promising Future

The	Formula	Racing	Team	spends	nearly	
a	year	designing	and	fabricating	a	small	
formula-style	racecar	for	competition.

Nearly	8,000	students	attended	summer	quarter,	a	28	percent	
jump	from	2004	and	a	14	percent	increase	from	2005.	

By laurie Mclaughlin

EvEry sciEncE major who’s workEd his or hEr way to a dEgrEE at cal Poly Pomona has 
either come to appreciate or avoid Building 3. There’s not a single science student who 
hasn’t labored in this vicinity studying and working long hours in labs. 

“I spent a lot of time in the breezeway between buildings 3 and 8 cramming for exams,” 
says David Hong ’90, chemistry, when asked to recount some of his undergraduate memories. 

Multidisciplinary Curriculum and Hands-on Research 

Are at the College of Science Core

science

The	College	of	Science	boasts	new	facilities,	increased	
number	of	graduates,	enhanced	curriculum	as	well	as	
expanded	expertise	from	new	faculty.	

matters
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“We also routinely raided Dr. Millner’s filing cabinet for cookies and blue corn chips.” 
OK, so not every minute of a science student’s career is about test tubes and 

computational analysis. Those who haven’t visited the campus for a few years will 
notice that the College of Science has grown with new facilities — including the 
current reconstruction of the venerable Building 3 (see page 14). The curriculum has also 
expanded, reflecting the rapid growth of knowledge, as has the number of faculty, bringing 
new expertise to campus and support from an array of impressive grants. The college is 
now one of the premier sciences programs in the Cal State University system and features 
several nationally recognized programs forging new frontiers in research.

One principle that sets the College of Science apart from the pack is its focus on 
multidisciplinary instruction and hands-on research for students from the moment they set 
foot on campus with lab book in hand. 

“Science is the core of a polytechnic university,” says Donald O. Straney, dean of the 
College of Science. “Science discovers the innovations that engineers turn into things we 
can’t live without.”

	 Everyone’s a Chemistry Major

Well, obviously, everyone is not a chemistry major, but there’s no getting around the 
fact that the sciences are related. While academic departments may always occupy their 
individual offices, says Kristine Hartney, associate professor of biological sciences, “The idea 
that biology is separate from chemistry, which is separate from physics, is the traditional 

this success because of their hard work. 
“Really, the students do much of the work, 
and I just analyze the data. My job is to 
motivate and get them to think.” 

In 2004, the College of Science 
received a prestigious, four-year, $1.3 
million grant from the Howard Hughes 
Medical Institute (HHMI), which supports 
the integration of research into the science 
experience, especially for new students. 
“The idea is to capture the interest of 
freshmen by connecting them to the 
research experience right away,” says 
Hartney, who is also the associate director 
of the HHMI program. “It’s worked very 
well, and retention rates have increased.” 
The programs funded by the grant 
include a series of sophomore courses 
titled Experimental Traditions. “Students 
recreate classic experiments and study 
the contemporary aspects of where that 
research field has gone through the years. 
They also do cutting-edge work of their 
own, but they realize that everything 
we do now is a spin-off from previous 
research, and what we’re really doing 
is building on the shoulders of other 
scientists,” she says. 

The HHMI grant also funds outreach 
programs to high school teachers and 
students, faculty-development programs 

“We’re	tackling	new	frontiers	with	the	
research	we	are	doing	here,”	says	Samir	
Anz,	associate	professor	of	chemistry	and	
co-director	of	the	Center	for	Macromo-
lecular	Modeling	and	Materials	Design.

“In the 20th century, 

we saw physical discoveries that 

changed the way we live, like 

automobiles and computers. In the 

21st century, we will see the same 

with biological discoveries.”
— DOn STraneY, dean of the College of Science
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“The	students	do	much	of	the	work,	and	I	
just	analyze	the	data,”	says	professor	of	
biological	sciences	Jill	Adler-Moore.	“My	job	
is	to	motivate	and	get	them	to	think.”

Cal	Poly	Pomona	student	Phuong	Ly	describes	a	cocoa	bean	to	third	graders	
from	Mountain	View	Elementary	touring	the	college’s	BioTrek	Rainforest.

academic way of thinking. Today, the 
line between the disciplines has become 
blurred. In real-world science, there aren’t 
those distinctions. Our multidisciplinary 
curriculum better matches what our 
graduates will face professionally.”

Drawing on the lessons from many 
disciplines is a hallmark of Cal Poly 
Pomona, and it’s served students quite 
well, says Samir Anz, associate professor 
of chemistry. “We teach our students to 
be conversant in many disciplines because 
they are on track for upper-division 
management positions or graduate study, 
and they’ll be sitting at a conference table 
with people from different disciplines —
say, engineering — and need to be able to 
speak each other’s language.” 

 New Students 

Hit the Lab 

Immediately

Teaching the “language” begins 
immediately for freshmen entering the 
college. “We have a novel program where 
students are able to take advantage of 
courses in nanotechnology during their first 
quarters,” says Kurt Vandervoort, associate 
professor of physics. Students at other 

universities would have to wait until their senior year for this opportunity. 
The nanotechnology freshman experiments were made possible by a $100,000 

grant from the National Science Foundation. They involve the use of a research-grade 
atomic force microscope, which can image individual atoms. The microscope can measure 
extremely small objects in three dimensions — the length, width and height — of the 
minute bumps on a CD surface, for example, which are not visible to the naked eye. “This 
opens up students’ minds to see how amazing the things they use every day are,” says 
Vandervoort. 

Nanotechnology is a burgeoning field that has broader applications in just about 
every industry, as everything we use from cell phones to surgical equipment gets smaller 
and smaller. “It’s an area that is still emerging, and many of our students will likely have 
careers in, or related to, this field,” he says. 

Whether it’s small-scale research or a big innovation, Cal Poly Pomona science students 
hit the labs immediately. A $186,000 National Institutes of Health grant funds research in 
Jill Adler-Moore’s laboratory where students are working on a vaccine for genital herpes 
in collaboration with Molecular Express Inc in Los Angeles. Adler-Moore, a professor of 
biological sciences and recently elected a Fellow by the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science, routinely partners with companies in the biotechnology industry, 
providing students an opportunity to do their research in both basic and applied science. 
Immensely popular among students, Adler-Moore has helped establish the College of 
Science’s reputation for excellence with her invention of an innovative antifungal drug, 
Ambisome®, now manufactured by one of her industry partners, Gilead Sciences Inc. 

“Undergrads who get involved in this research realize that in order to perform at this 
sophisticated level, they really do need the quality education that they get at Cal Poly 
Pomona,” says Adler-Moore. What’s more, her students are in demand in the marketplace. 
“None of my students has a problem getting a job,” she says. “In fact, I don’t have 
enough students for the number of job inquiries I get.” While her own success within 
the biotechnology arena is impressive, she credits her students with a good portion of 



and a faculty and peer mentoring 
program for freshmen in addition to 
original research conducted by junior and 
senior students. This allows students to 
receive a lot of individual attention, she 
adds, and underscores the grant’s focus 
on broadening access to a hands-on 
experience. “The college’s focus is inquiry-
based research, so students are asking 
questions and designing ways to answer 
these questions, which is where learning 
through experimentation comes in versus 
textbook, or ‘cookbook’ learning,” Hartney 
says. “It provides students an early 
opportunity to work with faculty and learn 
how to be scientists.”

 Teaching the 

Teachers

The College of Science has also 
developed a strong reputation in helping 
local schoolteachers stay current in 
science and math education, as well as 
training the next generation of teachers 
in these subjects. The college recently 

redesigned its course of study for prospective math and science teachers with a five-year, 
$6 million Teacher Quality Enhancement Grant from the U.S. Department of Education. “In 
any given quarter, we have more than 400 Cal Poly Pomona students involved in courses 
in the college who want to be mathematics and science teachers,” says Judith E. Jacobs, 
professor of mathematics and director of the university’s Center for Education and Equity 
in Mathematics, Science and Technology (CEEMaST). “The grant allowed faculty the time 
to do an in-depth analysis of our programs to make sure future teachers are acquiring the 
knowledge they need to teach these subjects along with the particular training required to 
cater to the children in Southern California.” 

The math and science teachers that Cal Poly Pomona educates go on to teach in the 
university’s service area, a process that has evolved with the times. One of the components 
necessary for today’s teachers includes the ability to educate children who are English 
learners. Another, says Jacobs, is that “the curriculum is much more rigorous at a lower 
grade level than it used to be. So now, what we expect of a multiple-subjects teacher was 
what we used to expect of a middle school teacher or high school teacher in mathematics.” 

 An Impressive Program Earns 

Impressive Funding 

The W.M. Keck Foundation recently funded an experimental facility for student 
research on campus. This state-of-the-art facility will include an imaging lab that will allow 
students to work with images at the atomic level, which is useful for studies ranging from 
microbiology to art preservation. “No other CSU university has this level of interdisciplinary 
integration in a shared facility that includes both computational and experimental assets,” 
says Anz. “We’re tackling new frontiers with the research we are doing here.” This 
exposure to new techniques makes Cal Poly Pomona graduates highly desirable, he says. 

“This is why the college is having success 
in competitively recruiting very good 
students and new faculty.” 

The newest crown jewel for the 
College of Science is its Center for 
Macromolecular Modeling and Materials 
Design (CM3D), of which Anz is the co-
director along with Phyllis Nelson from 
engineering. The center is funded by a 
$500,000 Keck grant and brings science 
and engineering students together to 
study experimental and computational 
analysis. “We were the first university 
in the CSU system to offer a dedicated 
option to chemistry students in molecular 
modeling and simulation,” says Anz. 
This computational option, coupled with 
experimental know-how, allows students 
and researchers to use computers to 
simulate a problem and predict an outcome, 
before they reach for the beaker. “People 
used to do experiments first, but now we 
can simulate beforehand and explore the 
possible reactions and their results using 
relatively easy-to-use software,” states 
Anz. “Well, you have to know quantum 
mechanics and a few other things too,” he 
adds with a laugh.

The ability to assimilate detailed 
experiments with a series of computers 
— the college’s system boasts both 
64-processor and 32-processor parallel 
systems — is quickly becoming the 
industry standard, especially in the 

pharmaceutical industry. “It’s a growing field because it cuts the cost of research and 
development, and it also speeds up the time for many technological advances, especially 
in drug design,” says Anz. “This is a rich area of research, and our students are at the 
forefront. They are ready to take on careers in an industry that’s growing quickly.”

 Build It, and They Will Come

The College of Science needs to maintain cutting-edge laboratory facilities to prepare 
students for the future. The $24 million Biotechnology Building opened in 2000, and today, 
Building 3 is undergoing a complete renovation, which will upscale its labs to current standards. 

“We had discussions about how science is taught and what the building’s role 
should be on campus,” says Steven McCauley, professor of physics, who is the science 
liaison on the project. The interior classrooms and labs are meant to adapt to the needs 
of tomorrow’s science students, and particular attention has been paid to the exterior 
function of the site as well. “We’ve planned outdoor seating and gathering spaces and 
have included obvious amenities such as wireless connectivity,” says McCauley. “We 
have frequent visitors to campus, and we’re now thinking about how best to create an 
environment of informal science learning for the school groups and families who tour Cal 
Poly Pomona.”

Part of the rehabilitation effort extends beyond bricks and mortar. Ernie Simpson, 
professor of chemistry, is helping the college reach out to alumni and reconnecting them 
with their alma mater. Contacting former students “has been exhilarating,” says Simpson, 
“because they’ve gone on to do fantastic things. President Ortiz brags about how much our 

“Today, the line between the 

disciplines has become blurred. Our 

multidisciplinary curriculum better 

matches what our graduates will face 

professionally.”
— KriSTine harTneY, associate professor of biological sciences

Math	professor	Judith	Jacobs	uses	algebra	blocks	
and	other	tools	to	help	local	schoolteachers	stay	
current	in	science	and	math	education.

The	College	of	Science	is	ranked	in	
the	top	25	percent	of	academic	insti-
tutions	whose	students	go	on	to	earn	
doctorates	in	science.

The	$24	million	Biotechnology	
Building	opened	in	2000.
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CAMPUS 
PerSPecTiVe

By Stacy K. Mcgoldrick

in thE wintEr of 2005, i sat in my big, old 
house in Oxford, Ohio, not entirely surprised 
but extremely unnerved by the phone call I 
had just received. It was Dr. Clark, from the 
department of psychology & sociology at 
Cal Poly Pomona, offering me a job as an 
assistant professor of sociology. 

About a month before, I had come 
out to interview at Cal Poly Pomona, and I 
had wanted the siren song of metropolitan 
California to be silenced by an 
objective evaluation of a school 
with fewer resources and more 
challenges than the school at which I 
was teaching. That way, I could go 
back to Ohio thinking that I can, 
and should, stay put. 

I was met at the Ontario Airport by a young man driving the shuttle bus for Kellogg 
West, where I was to stay, and quickly began to understand something about the school. 
The man was a Cal Poly Pomona student, working for the hotel to help cover his school 
costs, the son of immigrants and the first in his family to go to college. He was quick, 
engaging and pleasant. Despite challenges, he was confident about his future and proud of 
his accomplishments. My interviews and job talk exposed me to professors and students 
who seamlessly combined determination with utilitarian assessment. Instead of turning 
my nose up at the rough edges and struggle for resources, I found them to be evidence of a 
school and student body determined to succeed. 

Finding Inspiration in Students Determined to Succeed

The Year of

(SEttlING Continued on page 27)

Stacy	McGoldrick	(Ph.D.,	New	School	University,	New	York)	
completed	her	first	academic	year	(2005-2006)	at	Cal	
Poly	Pomona	as	an	assistant	professor	in	the	psychology	&	
sociology	department.	She	specializes	in	criminology,	urban	
sociology,	social	theory,	policing,	homeland	security,	political	
culture	and	violence.
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Nanotechnology is “an area that is still 

emerging, and many of our students 

will likely have careers in, or related 

to, this field.”
— KUrT VanDerVOOrT, associate professor of physics

Many	science	alumni	are	reconnecting	
with	their	alma	mater,	including	Sylvia	
Hall	who	served	as	a	guest	Professor	for	
a	Day	in	a	chemistry	class.

Science	faculty	and	staff,	including	Jolene	Houser,	
frequently	stage	their	popular	and	entertaining	

Physics	Magic	Show	for	prospective	students.

students are valued in industry, and it’s 
not hot air.” Last quarter, Simpson sent 
out an e-mail to alumni, inviting these 
professionals to talk to his students about 
either their personal paths to success or 
about specific aspects of the industry they 
work in. “The response was very good. 
I’ve had more than 30 alumni speak in 
my classroom,” he says of the speakers 
who participated as students in the 
Cooperative Education/Internship program 
he directed from 1979 to 2001. 

This is one step toward bringing 
alumni back to campus. Future events 
include a reunion for science alumni in 
October. “We’re hoping to strengthen 
our ties with former students, and in 
turn, they’ll support their alma mater 
financially and provide future students the 
opportunity to acquire a superior education 
and find the same success,” says Mary 
Jo Gruca, director of development for the 
college. “Each time alumni come back and 
see how the college has advanced, they 
are blown away.”

While creating an infrastructure that 
supports the college’s stellar programs 
is important, Gruca says the fundraising 
focus will always be on enhancing 

student learning. “A clear priority is our need for scholarships.” 
“One of the strengths of the College of Science is that we can take students from 

local schools and make them competitive with students who went to the best high schools 
in the country,” says Dean Straney. “We never forget that we cater to students who grew 
up here, and our goal is to prepare any student from any school in any region for grad study 
or a great job in industry.

“In the 20th century, we saw physical discoveries that changed the way we live, like 
automobiles and computers,” says Dean Straney. “In the 21st century, we will see the 
same with biological discoveries. Any student who is curious and wants to make an impact 
should consider the sciences because that’s where the future lies.” 
For	more	information	on	supporting	the	College	of	Science,	contact	Mary	Jo	
Gruca,	director	of	development,	at	(909)	869-5070.



“Students can look forward to new teaching labs designed by their 

faculty to match our current approaches to hands-on learning.” 
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Déjà

the Campus Relives a 

building boom from the 

50s and 60s

By Jennifer Olds-huffman

Boom 2005

the university’s core structures — Building 3 and the University Library — as well as the 
all-new parking structure, the university is growing to accommodate the learning needs of 
present and future students. New teaching methods and students’ needs have sparked a 
growing trend to update many circa-1950s and 1960s buildings for this millennium. Add to 
that the various Tidal Wave projections pointing to increased student enrollment among 
California State University campuses.

But beyond the physical demands, each project is a manifestation of the complex funding 
dance required to coax a plan from design to fruition, and each project is the culmination of 
years of foresight and cooperation between administrative and academic leaders.

1965
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building 3 isn’t much of a signaturE building. it wasn’t dEsignEd by a famous architEct and 
doesn’t have an attitude. But the non-descript state building has quietly been the teaching 
workhorse of the campus for decades. So why is it receiving so much attention lately?

The original science building is historically significant since it was the first on campus to 
be constructed by the State of California. At one time, it housed each and every activity of Cal 
Poly College (as it was then named) when it moved its academic program from the Voorhis 
campus in the fall of 1956. It seems fitting that this important piece of Cal Poly Pomona 
history will receive a facelift for its 50th birthday beginning this year.

“Back then, administration and faculty offices, the library, classrooms, restrooms, 
bookstore and even the campus soda fountain were housed in Building 3,” says Ron 
Simons, associate vice president for special projects, who was the first student to occupy 
the university’s residence halls in 1960. “It spurred an aggressive building campaign 
— five state-funded buildings were erected by 1959.”

The current $23 million state-funded Building 3 project consists of a complete 
modernization of the existing facility, including the installation of state-of-the-art Learning 
Centered Technology Initiative equipment in all instructional classrooms and classroom labs. 
College of Science Dean Donald Straney finds it noteworthy that not only was Building 3 the 
first teaching building on campus, but it has also been the site of physics lab courses since 1959 
and will continue in that capacity post-renovation. Not only that, but Building 3 will continue to 
provide a busy learning environment, housing the new computer science teaching lab, space 

for the Center for Macromolecular Modeling 
& Materials Design, new studios for the 
College of Environmental Design, as well 
as space for the College of Education & 
Integrated Studies. The building’s exterior 
will receive a facelift with new glazing 
and an energy-efficient window system. In 
addition, all major internal systems will be 
upgraded, such as electrical, mechanical, 
plumbing and telecommunication services, 
and two new easily accessible elevators will 
be installed. The project is in process and 
should be completed by the summer of 2008.

“Students can look forward to new 
teaching labs designed by their faculty to 
match our current approaches to hands-on 
learning,” says Straney. “Several new labs 
are planned, and there will be new rooms 
designed specifically for student projects.”

The 50-year-old building is just one 
of many projects in a construction “boom” 
involving current and planned construction 
activity at Cal Poly Pomona. With 
extensive upgrades in process for two of 

The	University	Library	remains	open	
for	campus	use	throughout	its	two-year	
construction.

Building	3	receives	a	facelift	for	its	
50th	birthday.	For	decades,	it	quietly	
served	as	the	teaching	workhorse	of	
the	campus	(photo	circa.	1957).

From	the	extra	“P”	on	the	hill	to	the	bold	arrival	of	the	CLA	Building	and	
the	Engineering	Labs,	Cal	Poly	Pomona’s	skyline	has	seen	many	changes.

Students	study	and	linger	outside	the	
venerable	Building	3.

t
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The Next Chapter
thE univErsity library is undErgoing a major addition and rEnovation 
in two phases, creating an environment to foster educational growth 
and opportunity. The first phase will result in a state-of-the-art regional 
education center comprised of classrooms, technology, research stations, a 
two-story reading room, a 24-hour research lab and a full-service Starbucks. 
University Library Dean Harold Schleifer notes that studies show that, 
despite technological advances, people are attracted to well-designed 
libraries, enjoying the opportunity to connect with other human beings rather 
than working in isolation behind computer screens. Students can meet 
for coffee and snacks, make use of superior research equipment and seek 
help from library staff. The second phase involves renovating the top three 
stories and replacing the exterior concrete panels. The $58.5 million library 
renovation and addition was funded by state bond initiatives Prop 47 and 
Prop 55, as well as current and future funding from the private sector. The 
project should be complete in the spring of 2008.

“Our University Library will be comparable to the very best of all 
major facilities across the country,” says Schleifer. “It will be a place of 
technological excellence and also of person-to-person collaboration and 
educational discovery.”
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To	find	out	how	you	can	support	
building	initiatives	at	Cal	
Poly	Pomona,	call	University	
Advancement	at	(909)	869-4997.

“our University library will be comparable to the very 

best of all major facilities across the country.”

Private vs State Funding
Prior to thE crEation of thE california statE univErsity (csu) systEm in 1960, Each 
state college or university was considered an individual entity, and funding for campus 
construction projects was a result of political expertise as exemplified by then university 
president Julian McPhee. Once the CSU was formed, it created a priority-based system. If 
a campus wants construction funding, it must join a queue, and concept to completion of 
each construction project can take as long as 12 years. 

There are ways, however, to move a project higher on the funding list.
“If a campus can come up with significant private funding to support a building 

project, which significantly decreases the state’s financial outlay, that campus’s project 
may move higher on the list than a campus that has no outside funding,” says Simons. 
“The more private funding we get, the higher our projects will move up the docket.”

Several buildings and programs on campus have been helped along the way by 
private funding, including the $52 million Engineering Laboratory and The Collins School of 
Hospitality Management. The university is currently raising funds to assist with realizing 
its dream of new buildings for the College of Business Administration and the College of 
Environmental Design, as well as a relocation and upgrade of its horticulture unit to the 
AGRIscapes site, among others.

If all goes well, the aggressive building campaign from the 1950s will repeat itself for 
a new generation of students.

artist's rendition

Residents	moved	into	the	award-winning	Residential	
Suites	in	2003.	The	$26.5	million	project,	consisting	
of	111	units	in	two	buildings,	houses	410	students	
and	features	enhanced	amenities.

Studies	show	that	students	would	rather	connect	with	
others	rather	than	work	in	isolation,	a	concept	reflected	
in	the	library	design.	Library	project	manager	Andrew	
Naranjo	and	Dean	Harold	Schleifer	review	the	model.

Students	will	enjoy	the	new	parking	
structure,	to	be	outfitted	with	electronic	

space	count	boards.

Parking Anyone?
onE of thE most oft-voicEd comPlaints madE by studEnts about collEgE camPusEs is lack of 
easily accessible parking for commuter students. Cal Poly Pomona has addressed this prob-
lem by constructing a 765,000-gross-square-foot parking structure on campus. With an esti-
mated construction cost of nearly $31 million, the new structure will provide 2,378 parking 
stalls on six levels. Included in the building project are new offices for the university’s police 
and parking/transportation services. Ready for business in late fall 2006, this new addition to 
the Cal Poly Pomona landscape also has numerous safety features. It is well lit and contains 
glass elevators so that all areas of the structure are easily monitored by police and campus 
community members. In addition, staircases are located externally, and each level will have 
four “safe-zones” with security cameras, emergency phones and immediate access out of 
the structure. The high-tech element that promises to appeal to students, however, is the 
electronic space counting board at entrances that gives students instant information on the 
location of available parking on each level.

“The new parking structure is not state-funded,” says Simons. “It is 100 percent 
funded by monies generated from faculty, staff and student parking fees.”
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schoolteachers and their students, but 
according to Nelson, design-based 
learning is a natural way of thinking. She 
says many people have become mental 
“contractors” through the arranging and 
rearranging of reality in their minds.

“I think we like to build and make 
things,” she says. “It’s in our DNA.”

Through Nelson’s design-based 
learning, kindergartners through high school 
students learn a set of thinking strategies 
that help them create original designs, 
whether written, drawn, built or performed. 
This hands-on approach can be applied to 
many subjects, whether it’s math, science, 
social studies or even English.

Nelson guides teachers in encouraging 
schoolchildren to imagine and create 
“never-before-seen” ideas that incorporate 
their existing thought processes. 

 “Once students make those places, 
and it could take just 15 minutes, 
something happens in their minds where 
they’re really starting to think about 
themselves as individuals who can solve 
problems,” Nelson adds. 

As Ceja’s students tackle English-language 
lessons, for example, they take on double 
personalities, pretending to be ordinary objects — such 
as a camera — and create new covers or designs for their 
creatures’ bodies.

Once students’ objects were developed and introduced, each creature 
located its family, friends and natural predators. Sound Boy (a radio) decided that 
Flashy Girl (a camera) was his sister, as both were used for communication. Water Boy 
(milk), who made things wet, was a natural enemy to both. As each creature migrated 
into “Creatureland,” the students also developed and began to understand private and 
community ownership, government infrastructures and other facets of daily living.

In doing so, students’ verbal skills were translated into written stories, helping them 
to better hone their English communication skills. It also helped them develop confidence 
in the language and themselves.

The effects of the strategies are also evident in student test scores and attendance 
rates. A performance assessment revealed that 24 percent more CBE sixth-graders were ad-
mitted to higher level math courses than non-CBE students. The CBE students had increased 
classroom attendance because, as Nelson explains, “students just want to come to school.” 

The favorable statistics, international recognitions and prestigious honors aside, 
Nelson often reflects on the opportunity to teach her approach at Cal Poly Pomona, where 
interest in City Building Education is growing.

“My mission is really to remind these teachers about the important role of helping 
students change the course of their lives — and how really special that is.”
For	more	information	about	the	master’s	program	or	design-based	learning,	
visit	www.designbasedlearning.org.

Think 
Design-based 

learning 

Encourages 

Creative 

thinking

TANK

“I	think	we	like	to	build	and	
make	things,”	says	education	
Professor	Doreen	Nelson,	who	

devised	an	innovative	way	
to	help	students	learn	in	the	
classroom.	“It’s	in	our	DNA.”
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By araceli esparza

whEn Education ProfEssor dorEEn nElson ExPlains hEr PhilosoPhy of dEsign-basEd lEarning, 
it is challenging at first to see how it might help second-grade bilingual students in the 
Hacienda-La Puente Unified School District improve their learning of English.

Conjugating verbs, understanding grammar and communicating confidently in a new 
language may seem overwhelming. That’s why La Puente educator Teresa Ceja decided to 
bring Nelson’s strategies into her classroom. 

She uses design-based learning to introduce “Creatureland” and teach her students 
English, help them meet the required academic standards and also to inspire them to 
want to go to school. A teacher for 12 years, Ceja encourages her students to recreate 
something with which they are familiar in their native tongue and to communicate that 
same information in English. The students make a connection to the language lessons and 
better retain the information.

Known as design-based learning, Nelson’s approach encourages minds of all ages to 
“think backwards” and imagine themselves as creative designers and thinkers.

“Human beings actually crave thinking like this,” says Nelson, whose innovations 
as an educator over the past three decades have credited her with being the pioneer in 
designed-based learning principles, which are taught at public schools, museums and 
universities around the world.

She’s been honored by The New York Times as one of the 30 most innovative 
educators in the United States, and last spring, Nelson received one of the 2006 Wang 
Family Excellence Awards. The prestigious merit annually spotlights five faculty and 
administrators from all 23 California State University campuses for their achievements and 
contributions to higher education.

Nelson’s techniques are not new to Cal Poly Pomona. In 1995, she developed the 
nation’s first Master of Arts in City Building Education (CBE) at the university’s School of 
Education & Integrative Studies. Her teaching approach might be novel to many public 



AlUMNI NewS

Butler, a business administration 
major, graduated from Cal Poly Pomona in 
1964. He appreciated the learn-by-doing 
approach to education, which he says 
taught him to successfully grapple with 
challenges. Sometimes there simply isn’t 
a textbook answer. One must investigate, 
research, reason and apply — all methods 
of critical thinking stressed in his univer-
sity courses.

“Certainly, I thought I was capable of 
being successful in business,” says Butler, 
who entered the Air Force immediately 
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after graduation, “but I never dreamed of 
working with world leaders and the heads 
of major airlines.”

His interest in airport security and 
privatization was piqued during his airforce 
years when each base he worked on was 
closed then reopened as an airport. Butler 
saw career possibilities in airport manage-
ment. Hired as an operations manager at 
an airport being built in Kansas City, he 
moved on to become the systems manager 
at the Lockheed-owned private airport in 
Burbank. When that airport was sold, But-
ler got the contract to run it and became 
head of the airport. He was just 35 years 
old, and it was a breakthrough moment. 
Butler went on to become president of 
Lockheed Air Terminal at 43, the youngest 
Lockheed company president ever.

“At that time, Lady Margaret Thatch-
er was in the process of successfully priva-
tizing British airports, which I was involved 
in,” says Butler, who is Lord Butler, Lord of 
Cretingham in the U.K. “I became known 
as the father of airport privatization, now a 
common business around the world.”

An airport is a business, and, 
according to Butler, private enterprise, 
not governments, should run revenue-
generating facilities. Airlines, rental cars, 
taxis — all of these airport businesses 
are privately owned, but airports are not, 
which is an anomaly, he explains. Although 
the United States is not a pioneer of 
privatization, there are still airports to run, 
and that is the crux of Butler’s business, 

In Flight with VIGGo bUtlER ‘64
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By Jennifer Olds-huffman

it was thE first u.s. hEavy bombEr with thE now familiar tricyclE landing gEar and had 
a cruising speed of 186 miles per hour. The B-24 Liberator was an impressive sight to a 
young boy who lived on an airbase in Northern Ireland in 1947 — and it was a dream 
come true when he took a ride in one.

Cal Poly Pomona alumnus Viggo Butler has been on or near airports and airplanes all 
his life. The boy who went on a bomber run grew into one of the world’s foremost experts 
on airport privatization and security whose expertise has been sought by no less than 
seven U.S. presidents and nine foreign prime ministers and presidents. Butler’s journey 
spanned continents — he and his family immigrated to the United States shortly after his 
ride in the Liberator.

“My mother was Danish, my father was Irish and we sailed by the Statue of Liberty 
when we came to New York,” he says. “We eventually settled in the San Fernando Valley, 
back when it was ranches and dirt roads.”
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Through
 “Cal poly pomona 

Alumni Connections,” 
alumni can connect with former 

classmates, update their addresses and 
search for or post jobs through the 

Career Center. 
To receive a personal identification number 

and password, call 
(909) 869-2963 

or e-mail 
cpalumni@csupomona.edu.

(AVIAtoR Continued on page 23)

looKING FoR A FEW GooD MENtoRS

Do you want to give back to your alma mater by lending your professional 
expertise and advice to a current Cal Poly Pomona student? The Office of 
alumni affairs is looking for a few good mentors. 

The Bronco Mentoring Program provides students the opportunity to 
obtain practical career advice from alumni and friends of the university. 
recruitment for mentors will begin in December. For	more	information,	
contact	the	Office	of	Alumni	Affairs	at	(866)	CPP-ALUM.

JoIN tHE AlUMNI ASSoCIAtIoN

Did you know that one way the university is evaluated in rankings in the 
CSU and on several surveys is the percent of members in its alumni association? 
Being a member of the Cal Poly Pomona alumni association means you are 
showing support for current and future alumni, as well as programs to help 
enrich the lives of students. Joining the alumni association is the best way to 
stay connected. Members receive benefits, services, invitations to events and 
university publications. Join	today	at	www.calpolypomonaalumni.com.

DRoP US A NotE

what have you been doing since graduation? To submit a Class note for 
online posting simply e-mail a brief summary and an optional photo to the 
Office of alumni affairs at cpalumni@csupomona.edu. in the subject line, type 
Class notes followed by your name, grad year and major. You	can	also	call	in	
an	update	at	(866)	CPP-ALUM.

SoME tHINGS to CoNSIDER FoR A ClASS NotE:

•  include name, graduation year and major.
• Mention if your spouse, child, etc. is a Cal Poly Pomona alum.
• Do you have a nickname or some other moniker that would more easily   
  identify you? Maiden name? including this is optional. 
• what is your job? Comment on recent promotions, awards, recognitions  
  or retirement. 
• You can include hobbies, religious affiliations or other activities you enjoy.

We	look	forward	to	hearing	from	you.	To	view	Class	Notes	online,	visit												
www.calpolypomonaalumni.com	and	click	on	Class	Notes.

“Certainly, I thought I was capable 
of being successful in business,” says 
Butler, who entered the Air Force 
immediately after graduation, “but I 
never dreamed of working with world 
leaders and the heads of major airlines.”
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By Jennifer Olds-huffman

how many people invite 
their financial advisor to their 
birthday, wedding and anniversary 
celebrations? how many financial 
advisors personally call clients on 
their birthdays just to wish them many 
happy returns of the day?

in the world of stocks, bonds 
and megabuck investments, personal 
relationships are not the norm. Most 
people invest the words “stockbroker” 
and “retirement planning specialist” 
with a sense of distance and awe. if, 
however, you are fortunate enough to 
have Cal Poly Pomona alumna Kathy 
Tully as your wealth advisor, you will 
not only have a solidly constructed 
financial portfolio, but you will also 
have a charismatic friend. 

“The more i know about the day-
to-day lives of my clients, the better 
i can take care of them,” says Tully. 
“has a grandchild just been born? is 
someone about to marry, relocate or 
retire? This is important information 
that informs current and future 
financial decisions.”

Don’t underestimate her magnetic 
congeniality. Tully’s personal approach 
to financial advising has put her at the 
forefront of her profession. a senior 
vice president at Morgan Stanley 
who has been named one of the top 
100 women financial advisors in the 
country by Barron’s, the Dow Jones 
business and financial weekly, she 
has also been named to Morgan 
Stanley’s rarefied Chairman’s Club. To 
understand the “wow factor” of this 
achievement, note that those in the 
Director’s Club are the top advisors in 
a particular region while those in the 
President’s Club are among the top 
500 advisors in the nation. Only the 

Personal                                                            finance
KAtHY tUllY ’76, ‘80 Among top 100 Women Financial Advisors 
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get rich schemes, it is also full of distressing 
information that can drive even the calmest client 
into hysteria. everything everywhere affects 
the investment world; therefore, the best wealth 
advisors and retirement financial planners keep themselves very well informed 
on current events. Tully advises clients to look at the long term rather than 
the short term in regard to investments. a savvy financial advisor is already 
functioning six months ahead of the current events broadcast on the evening 
news. when the stock market took a dive in 2000, Tully’s clients came out of it 
very well indeed, a fact that was noted by her clients’ CPas.

“i really knew i had arrived when CPas began to refer their own mothers 
to me,” says Tully, who earned an MBa in 1980 following her bachelor’s in 
marketing management in 1976 from Cal Poly Pomona.

Tully became aware of the power of financial planning at a young age. 
Born into an air Force family, she is one of six siblings. her father always 
said, “Save now, spend later,” advice that Tully took to heart, understanding 
that it wasn’t enough to simply save, but she must also protect and invest her 
savings. She worked her way through Cal Poly Pomona as a Kelly girl in the 
food industry, which set in motion her first career as a sales representative 
for Del Monte Foods where she was assigned the two largest areas in the 
country — riverside and San Bernardino counties. Tully moved up the ladder 
to sales manager, but found herself increasingly drawn to investment and 
financial planning. To optimize her savings, she began taking night classes at 
a local investment firm, and it was there that she found her true calling.

“People always ask me how i got started in the financial advising business,” 
she says, “and i have to tell them that i sold green beans for eight years.”

green beans aside, the real question is “when should we seek financial 
advice?” Technically, financial planning should begin on the first day of the 
first job, but clients need different levels of advice at different times in their 
lives. Tully became expert in retirement planning and 401K rollovers during 
a spate of downsizing and layoffs in the inland empire. at the same time, she 
cultivated relationships not only with each specific client but also with that 
client’s own CPa and lawyer. in this way, Tully could compile the information 
necessary to help each client maximize his or her nest egg. her practical 
approach is both reassuring and effective. 

“i advise my clients based on common sense,” she says. “if they need 
an immediate return on an investment, it wouldn’t be prudent to seek that 
kind of return from a long-term investment such as a rental property. after 
all, doctors don’t prescribe cough syrup for sprained ankles.”

She may have a high-powered and hectic job, but Tully still finds time 
to make a difference in the community. She is chair of the San antonio 
hospital Foundation Board and also serves on Cal Poly Pomona’s University 
educational Trust Board. in addition, Tully frequently mentors entry-level 
financial advisors at Morgan Stanley, demonstrating her personal approach 
to client relationships. 

There again, she epitomizes the term “personal finance.”

top one percent of Morgan Stanley advisors is named to the Chairman’s Club, a feat 
accomplished by Tully for the past 12 years. 

“My goal is twofold. i want to help my clients make unemotional, well-
educated financial decisions,” she says, “and i want to provide them with the most 
exceptional service available.”

investors, she adds, can be skittish. The media is not only full of fly-by-night 

United Airports Limited, which he started 
post-retirement from Lockheed. A featured 
speaker at international gatherings 
such as the World Economic Forum, 
where he spoke alongside former Prime 
Minister Thatcher, his advice on airport 
management and security has become 
even more relevant in the post-9/11 era. 

“If we have no more terrorist threats, 
which is highly unlikely, then the main 
concern becomes air traffic congestion and 
modernizing air traffic control,” says Butler. 
“But terrorism is a fact of life, and it slows 
down travel. I’m not sure that spending 
money on the front end of the problem — 
bag and person searches — is as efficient 
as finding and eliminating terrorists before 
they are in a position to be threats.”

He states that sometimes the simplest 
solution, such as fixing cockpit doors in 
passenger aircrafts, is the best solution, 
but airport security is a complex and 
changeable entity.

From an airport base in Northern Ireland 
and the rural San Fernando Valley to the Oval 
Office and the Houses of Parliament, Lord 
Butler’s journey is not yet complete.

“I’ve always known that Winston 
Churchill didn’t become Prime Minister 
until he was 65,” he says. “If something 
comes along that intrigues me, I’ll certainly 
consider it.”
Viggo	Butler	is	one	of	nine	2006	
Distinguished	Alumni	honored	by	the	
Cal	Poly	Pomona	Alumni	Association.	
To	read	about	other	honorees,	visit	
www.calpolypomonaalumni.com	and	
click	on	“Distinguished	Alumni.”

(AVIAtoR Continued from page 21)
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“My goal is twofold. I want to help my clients 
make unemotional, well-educated financial 
decisions,” she says, “and I want to provide them 
with the most exceptional service available.”



ADVANCING tHE
UNiVerSiTy

universities, as well as the Air Force itself. 
They are also part of an outreach program 
for K-12 students with on-campus tours to 
promote interest in science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics.

“In essence, this is a loan from the 
U.S. Air Force to us for a number of years, 
and then eventually ownership may revert 
to the campus,” says Hohmann. The Air 
Force provided $1 million for each of the 
tunnels, and Congresswoman Grace F. 
Napolitano (D-38th District, California) was 
instrumental in obtaining these grants.

“These will be very complete facilities 
with research-grade instrumentation, 
but we are still in need of funds,” says 
Ahmadi, an M.I.T graduate who is also 
an aerospace engineering professor who 
mentors students on their senior projects 
in the tunnels. He’s quite pleased, he says, 
with students’ research. “Recently, four of 
our students designed a family of airplane 
wings, and Northrop Grumman built two 
of these wings for us and let us test them 
in one of their wind tunnels. It was a 
wonderful experience for the students.”

Supersonic and Subsonic 

Wind tunnels Part of 

Education Partnership 

with Air Force
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This type of education is important to both the local and national economies, says 
Hohmann. “One of the reasons the Air Force is helping us is that there just aren’t that many 
people being trained in the United States who are familiar with the details in designing 
aircraft, including testing them in wind tunnels.

“A number of countries, especially India and China, are producing a lot of 
engineers, and the United States has been lagging in that area. So, we are pleased that 
our enrollment has drastically increased over the last several years in the College of 
Engineering with nearly 4,300 students currently.”

The aerospace engineering program has also seen rapid growth over the last decade, and 
about 350 students are currently participating in the program. Ahmadi attributes this to the 
considerable job market in Southern California. “There are tens of thousands of high-paying 
aerospace jobs in California,” he says. “Southern California has always been one of the largest 
centers for aerospace work in the world. Even though we are not building many airplanes here 
now, there’s still a lot of industry research and development taking place locally.” 

Cal Poly Pomona and Cal Poly San Luis Obispo are the only two pure aerospace 
programs in the Cal State University system, which means these students are in demand. 
“One in 14 engineers in California is a graduate of our College of Engineering,” says 
Hohmann. “We have a large program, and we’ve built a very strong reputation for 
producing workforce-ready graduates during our 50-year history.” 
For	more	information	on	supporting	the	College	of	Engineering,	contact	
Charles	Varela,	director	of	development,	at	(909)	869-2479.

By laurie Mclaughlin

thE scalE modEls of aircraft and rockEts may bE quitE small, but a vEry big wind blows ovEr 
them as Cal Poly Pomona aerospace engineering students test their research projects in 
supersonic and subsonic wind tunnels.

“This is not just ordinary air blowing,” says Ali Ahmadi, chair of the aerospace 
engineering department. “This is a clean, very smooth, very uniform air flow.”

It’s also an essential part of an education in aerospace engineering, and the College 
of Engineering’s partnership with the U.S. Air Force has enabled the acquisition and 
installation of two new research-grade wind tunnels. The first is the supersonic wind 
tunnel, which simulates flying conditions up to four times the speed of sound. The second 
structure is a subsonic wind tunnel, which maxes out at 200 miles per hour and simulates 
wind speeds during aircraft take off and landing and low-speed flight. 

The new tunnels replace two older versions in need of repair, one of which was 
installed 42 years ago and nowhere near the caliber of the new counterparts. The new 
subsonic tunnel is under construction and will be online in spring 2007, and the supersonic 
equipment will be operational near the end of 2007. 

“We’re currently working to raise additional funds for the completion of the structures 
that surround the tunnels in Building 13,” says Edward Hohmann, dean of the College of 
Engineering. The actual test section for the tunnels is quite small: the larger test section 
is in the subsonic tunnel, and it’s 40 inches wide, 28 inches tall and about 78 inches long. 
The supersonic test space is just 8 inches tall and wide, and 24 inches long. However, 
these tiny test sections need a great deal of real estate to create wind at high speeds. 
These are massive machines with the larger subsonic tunnel’s footprint measuring 54 feet 
long and 23 feet wide. 

The new tunnels are part of a 2004 Education Partnership Agreement between 
the university and the Air Force. The equipment will be on long-term loan to Cal Poly 
Pomona and will be utilized by students, companies in the aerospace industry and other 

the Wind 
                Beneath their Wings

Professor	Ahmadi	and	aerospace	
engineering	students	examine	a	
model	of	an	F-22	Raptor	at	the	
supersonic	wind	tunnel	lab.

Congresswoman	Grace	Napolitano	
(D-38th	District,	California),	with	
President	Ortiz,	was	instrumental	in	
obtaining	$1	million	grants	from	the	Air	
Force	for	each	wind	tunnel.	

 Photos by tom Zasadzinski
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i havE sPokEn with many univErsity alumni and donors sincE july 1, 
the day I left the accounting department, where I taught for the 
last 15 years, to begin serving as the director of planned giving. 
Once people hear that I am a lawyer, many ask whether or not they 
should have a will.

In my opinion, everybody ought to at least think about a will. 
Without one, California’s Law of Intestate Succession takes over, and 
basically what is left after paying off debts (and probate attorneys) 
goes to your closest relatives (as defined in California’s Probate Code). 
This can work just fine for some people with small estates.

But the reason I encourage people to have a will is get them 
to think about the future. For example, if you have dependants, it 
will make you think about who is ready, willing and able to care for 
them. And once you have picked someone, you can begin to discuss 
your concerns and wishes with them. When considering your 
dependants, think beyond children. My mother, who is 88, can take 
care of herself quite well, but she’s now walking with a cane, “just 
to make sure.” Planning my will gets me thinking about what she 
might need in the future to look after her person — making sure she 
gets to her doctors, takes her pills, and has an air conditioner that 
works — as well as her financial affairs. 

Wills can also help you avoid probate and might be 
able to provide tax savings. 

Fortunately, it can be quite simple to write a 
will in California because the state allows “holographs.” These are totally 
handwritten wills. They are not the best, but they are fast, easy and cheap. For 
example, here’s what I did for my first will. (I wrote it soon after I got married. 
As you might guess, it is based on Calvin Coolidge’s will). On a totally blank 
piece of paper I wrote, entirely in my own handwriting, the date and the 
following: “I leave everything to my wife, Anne.” Then I signed it. That’s it.

Cheapest is not always best. It really is better to talk to an estate 
planning lawyer. Also, each state has its own laws, and many states 
do not allow holographic wills. But to make things easier, a few years 
ago the State Bar of California put together a model simple will that 
was incorporated by the State Legislature into California Probate 
Code Section 6240. Called the California Statutory Will, the form is 

available on the Bar’s Web site at www.calbar.ca.gov. Click on “Public Service” in the 
menu on the right and then on “Making a simple will.” The State Bar also has handy 
pamphlets about wills, living trusts and estate planning.
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If	you	have	any	questions	about	
planned	giving,	please	feel	to	
contact	me:

JOhn e. KaraYan
Director of Planned giving, 
University advancement

Call (909) 869-3268

e-Mail jekarayan@csupomona.edu 

Mail
Cal Poly Pomona, 3801 w. Temple ave., 
Pomona, Ca 91768

   Happy 
Holidays

    
A n n u A l  F u n d
Callers Wish You

This season, our annual fund student callers 
will be asking you to help support Cal Poly 
Pomona. A gift in any amount will help fund 
scholarships, equipment for labs, research 
and increased access for future students.

Better yet, give them a call at 
(909) 869-4231
or visit
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After the phone call, I had a week to decide. The faculty interested me, and the 
students inspired me in that they had not settled but were struggling to go to college. Why 
should I settle for Ohio and a “safe” job? It also didn’t hurt that it was 32 degrees and 
sleeting outside. I decided to make the big move, and within a few months, I had sold my 
home, packed up my Toyota Corolla and driven to California. 

Upon beginning teaching, I found the students in my classes to be as challenging 
and intelligent as my first impressions of them. I was also struck by their maturity. These 
students often maneuvered their way through school without the kind of family support 
that my students in Ohio had. They had an edginess of attitude and life experience that 
I respected. In the meantime, I dealt with the teaching load and crunched my classes 
designed for the semester system into the quarter system and was daunted by the size 
of my classes. It is simply not possible to assign the kind of writing assignments to get 
students the practice that they need. 

Many of the students have tremendous potential and should be considering graduate 
school or law school. While they should rightfully be proud of being in school, they also 
need the guidance to be dissatisfied with only decent grades and an undergraduate 
degree. The classes are too large for me to mentor enough students as individuals and help 
them begin to think of themselves as scholars and professionals. 

At the same time, there are successes. I helped one of my students get a Los Angeles 
area courthouse internship. Two graduating seniors were accepted into graduate programs; 

several juniors are going to try next year. Three students have made 
me solemn promises to get straight “A’s” next quarter. Fewer students 
complain about my no-late-papers policy, and I feel at moments that the 
students appreciate my efforts and learn. 

(SEttlING Continued from page 13)

www.csupomona.edu/annualfund

As I write this, I remember my class 
yesterday: some students were obviously 
daydreaming, but others asked questions 
more worldly and sophisticated than any 
questions asked by any former students. 
An assignment was due, and at the end of 
class, one student was running down the 
hall to get to me and get the paper into 
my hand by the end of class time. She did 
so with one minute to spare and handed 
it to me with a smile that suggested that 
in spite of missing class, she was proud of 
herself for getting in her paper on time. I 
was proud of her, too. 



through oct. 21
DPI:2006
W. Keith and Janet Kellogg
University Art Gallery
(909) 869-4301

oct. 12
College of Science Reunion 
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.   
American Red Cross Regional Blood Bank 
& Distribution Center  
(909) 869-3600

oct. 14
Matthew Myers 5K Memorial Run/Walk
Scholarship fundraiser in student’s honor
8 a.m.
(909) 869-4852
www.mattsrun.com

oct. 21 and 22
Pumpkin Festival & Insect Fair
College of Agriculture
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
(909) 869-2200

oct. 21 and 22
biotrek Haunted Rainforest
College of Science
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
(909) 869-4072

oct. 22
Harvest Auction 2006
The Collins School of Hospitality 
Management Benefit
Kellogg Gym
3:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
(909) 869-6910

oct. 30 to Nov. 1
Visual Voices Against Violence 
W. Keith and Janet Kellogg University 
Art Gallery
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
(909) 869-4301

EVENtS 
caleNDar
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Nov. 2
Jean and Keith Kellogg Honors  
College Grand opening  
Bldg. 1 Patio 
2 p.m.
(909) 869-4799

Nov. through May
Arabian Horse Show
First Sunday of the month
2 p.m.
(909) 869-4988

Nov. through June
Kellogg House Pomona open House
First Sunday of the month
Noon to 2 p.m.
(909) 869-2272

Nov. 9
Voorhis Park Phase III Dedication,  
building 1 Naming Dedication and 
Veteran’s Celebration 
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.   
Voorhis Park and Building 1  
(909) 869-4799 

Nov. 10 to 19
“our Country’s Good”
University Theatre
(909) 869-3800

Dec. 26 to 31
Cal Poly Universities Rose Float 
Deco Week
Brookside Tent, Pasadena
(909) 869-3642

Jan. 1
tournament of Roses Parade
Cal Poly Universities’ Rose Float
Pasadena

Jan. 25
Engineering Hi-tech Job Fair
Kellogg Gym
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
(909) 869-2341

Feb. 2
Carol Channing 
Scholarship benefit 
for the Performing Arts
University Theatre
8 p.m.
(909) 869-6848

Feb. 15
Professor for a Day
University-wide alumni program
(909) 869-2963

the following upcoming events are open to the public. Campus parking costs $5. For more calendar 
information, visit http://polycentric.csupomona.edu, and click on “What’s happening at Cal Poly Pomona.”

the following concerts will take place in 
the Music Recital Hall at 8 p.m. Admission 
is $7. For more details or a complete list 
of performances, visit www.class.csupomona.
edu/mu or call (909) 869-3554.

oct. 26 Jazz Vocalist ellen Johnson
Nov. 2 “Belle of Broadway” Vocalist Susan egan
Nov. 17 Phillip Clarke Memorial Piano Scholarship    
  Fundraiser
Nov. 20 Digital Music MiDi ensemble
Nov. 28 Cal Poly Pomona Jazz Combo & Jazz Band
Dec. 1 Cal Poly Pomona guitar ensemble

noteworthy 
musical events

bronco Athletics

oct. 14 and 15
the bamboozle left 
Concert featuring 40 bands
Athletic fields
(909) 869-2800
www.thebamboozleleft.com

oct. 19
Career Day
University Quad
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
(909) 869-2341

“Skunk”	by	
Bobby	Campbell,	

DPI:2006

below is a select listing of upcoming 
events. For information on these or other 
home games, call (909) 869-2812, 
or visit www.broncoathletics.com. 

VollEYbAll

vs. Sonoma State oct. 27

vs. humboldt State oct. 28

bASKEtbAll

vs. Sonoma (M/w)  Dec. 1

vs. Vanguard (men's)  Dec. 11

vs. CSUSB (women's) Dec. 13
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“Marine Scene” by Michael Sussna 
is part of the DPI:2006 exhibit 

at the W. Keith and Janet Kellogg University Art Gallery through oct. 21.
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PareNTS: 
Please share 

new addresses of 
sons and daughters 

who are 
Cal Poly Pomona 

graduates.

CAll (800) 722-5765


